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Understanding the interactions between individual atoms and 
molecules at the complete quantum level is of fundamental 
importance to physics and chemistry. Collision experiments 

have proven an indispensable tool to unravel these interactions. 
The key to understanding a collision lies with investigating how 
the interaction potential transforms the reagent states into the 
product states. Experimentally, this is best probed by so-called 
state-to-state measurements, in which the initial conditions are pre-
cisely controlled and the final conditions are precisely detected. To 
date, state-to-state measurements for (almost) all degrees of free-
dom have become possible. Ingenious methods have for instance 
been developed to prepare a single rotational or vibrational state 
of a molecule before the collision, and to detect it state-selectively 
afterwards1–4.

In addition to the quantized energy levels of an isolated mol-
ecule, quantization also appears when the molecule interacts with 
another particle. The relative motion of the particles is percepti-
bly quantized in terms of the orbital angular momentum, labelled 
by the integer ℓ, which replaces the classical notion of the impact 
parameter by its quantum mechanical analogue of partial waves. 
The nomenclature of these discrete orbital states is similar to that of 
the electronic states of the hydrogen atom: ℓ = 0, 1, 2, ... are named 
s, p, d, ... waves, respectively.

Gaining control over this relative motion (that is, impact param-
eter or partial waves) is a long-standing dream in state-to-state mea-
surements5. Indeed, the ultimate information about a collision event 
would be found by selecting a single partial wave ℓin from the ini-
tial conditions, and by subsequently following how the interaction 
transforms it into product partial waves ℓout. Directly probing the 
transition ℓin → ℓout poses a tremendous challenge, however, and is 
in many cases even considered impossible. Herschbach et al. affec-
tionately characterized the task of measuring and controlling the 
impact parameter as the pursuit of the ‘forbidden fruit’ in reaction 
dynamics6,7. The number of partial waves taking part in a collision 

event is directly connected to the particles’ de Broglie wavelength, 
and hence to the temperature or collision energy. The higher the 
collision energy, the smaller the de Broglie wavelength, and the 
larger the number of partial waves contributing to the collision. 
These waves interfere with each other, which hampers a detailed 
view on how the interaction potential transforms ℓin into ℓout at the 
single partial wave level.

The main strategy to constrain the number of possible values for 
ℓin—and thus to obtain a clear picture of the partial wave evolution 
during a collision—therefore lies with studying collisions at the low-
est possible temperature2,3,8. In the extreme case where the tempera-
ture approaches zero kelvin, one enters the ultracold Wigner limit9. 
Here, the de Broglie wavelength approaches infinity and we find a 
situation where in principle only a single partial wave contributes 
(for most systems, this is the s wave), unequivocally defining ℓin. At 
slightly higher temperatures, several incoming partial waves start 
to contribute to the collision, but effects of single partial waves can 
often still be traced through scattering resonances. Such a resonance 
implies that the scattering partners briefly form a quasi-bound state, 
and that only one—or at most, a few—partial wave(s) dominate(s) 
over other contributing waves. Tuning the collision energy to a scat-
tering resonance therefore offers the opportunity to ‘select’ a single 
partial wave from the initial conditions. This strategy works best at 
energies just above the ultracold Wigner regime, where the number 
of partial waves is still low such that scattering resonances appear as 
prominent and distinct features in the cross-sections.

Although spectacular progress has recently been made to experi-
mentally study molecular collisions at ever lower energies, fully 
resolving scattering resonances and even approaching the Wigner 
limit2,3,8,10–16, there are still caveats for studying the evolution of par-
tial waves during a collision event. In the ultracold regime, the de 
Broglie wavelength becomes so large that the topology of the under-
lying interaction potential becomes irrelevant. Integral scattering 
cross-sections (ICSs) simply obey the universal Wigner laws, and 
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the differential cross-sections (DCSs) show no intrinsic structure. 
In the resonance regime, cross-sections do possess intrinsic struc-
ture related to the dominating partial wave, but so little energy is 
available that the exit channel is necessarily governed by the same 
‘selected’ initial partial wave and little is learned about the evolution 
of partial waves16. In addition, typically only a very limited number 
of collision channels are energetically open, restricting the informa-
tion that can be harvested from the potential across its entire energy 
landscape. Both effects pose a fundamental dilemma for experi-
ments designed to probe the collision dynamics at the state-to-state 
partial wave level: the energy regime in which individual partial 
waves are most easily probed is also the energy regime in which 
one becomes insensitive to how the interaction potential transforms 
these waves during a collision.

Here we present a strategy that resolves this catch-22 and that 
allows us to experimentally probe the transition ℓin → ℓout in the 
cleanest way. To this end, we exploit a degree of freedom of mole-
cules that is foreign to atoms: rotational motion. The key idea is to 
probe collisions in the translationally cold Wigner or low-energy 
resonance regime such that the entrance channel is dominated 
by a single partial wave only, and to add well-defined quanta of 
angular momentum by rotationally exciting the molecules prior 
to the collision. The study of rotational de-excitation collisions 
makes it possible to trace how this additional amount of angular 
momentum is transferred into translational motion. The outgoing 
de Broglie wavelength is substantially decreased, which enriches 
the spectrum of outgoing partial waves. The released kinetic 
energy has the additional experimental benefit of increasing the 
otherwise minute collisional recoil energies, making it easier to 
resolve structures in the DCS. Last but not least, the pre-collision 
excitation allows for a larger number of energetically allowed col-
lision channels, offering more, sensitive probes of the interaction 
potential.

Experimental studies on rotational de-excitation collisions at 
low energies largely remain unexplored territory. In photodis-
sociation of ultracold molecules—where an additional quantum 
of angular momentum is offered by a photon—similar ideas have 
previously been exploited to probe partial wave dynamics3,8. For 
rotational state-to-state experiments, such ideas were previously 
explored theoretically17, whereas recent measurements of collisions 
involving rovibrationally excited NO molecules demonstrated the 
possibility of monitoring rotational de-excitation in low-energy 
collisions18. However, the relatively high energies involved in that 
study obscured clear resonance structures and the partial wave fin-
gerprints underlying the collisions.

We studied collisions between NO radicals and He atoms in a 
crossed-molecular-beam machine. By optically preparing rotation-
ally excited NO radicals prior to the collision, we measured scatter-
ing resonances in the ICSs and DCSs for rotational de-excitation 
collisions with energies between 0.4 and 6 cm−1 and an energy 
resolution up to 0.07 cm−1. By tuning the collision energy to indi-
vidual resonances, the observed structures in the DCSs revealed 
how the additional quantum of rotational energy transforms into 
the quantized relative motion of the recoiling collision partners, 
revealing state-to-state energy transfer at the full partial wave 
level. In addition, exploiting the principle of detailed balance, we 
demonstrate that measurements of rotational de-excitation pro-
cesses provide a way to probe the time-reversed inelastic excita-
tion processes with much-improved energy resolution. Moreover, 
inelastic de-excitation processes do not have the energy thresh-
old of the corresponding excitation processes, which allows us to 
measure resonance effects in cross-sections at even lower energies. 
Our results are in good agreement with state-of-the-art quantum 
chemistry calculations at the level of the coupled cluster method 
involving single, double, triple and perturbative quadruple excita-
tions (CCSDT(Q)).

results and discussion
Low-energy scattering resonances. Low-energy rotational 
de-excitation collisions between He atoms and NO molecules were 
studied in a crossed-molecular-beam machine that combines Stark 
deceleration and velocity map imaging19,20. The NO molecules were 
state selected and velocity controlled by the Stark decelerator and 
subsequently excited into the X2Π1/2, ν = 1, j = 3/2, f state by a quan-
tum cascade laser. Here, X2Π1/2, ν and j indicate the electronic, vibra-
tional and rotational states, respectively and each rotational state is 
split into two Λ-doublet components of opposite parity indicated by 
the labels e and f, where Λ is the projection of the electronic orbital 
angular momentum onto the internuclear axis. In the following we 
will drop the electronic state label X2Π1/2 and use the subscripts ‘in’ 
and ‘out’ to indicate angular momentum quantum numbers for the 
reagents and products. Rovibrational excitation of the NO radicals 
using the infrared radiation offered by a quantum cascade laser was 
chosen over a pure rotational transition (which would require a 
terahertz source) for experimental reasons. The induced vibrational 
excitation generally does not influence the scattering process, and 
the vibrational motion can in most cases be regarded as a spectator 
in the collision process (Supplementary Section 1.3).

We measured state-to-state ICSs for the ν = 1, jin = 3/2, f → ν = 1, 
jout = 1/2, f and ν = 1, jin = 3/2, f → ν = 1, jout = 1/2, e rotational 
de-excitation channels of NO at energies between 0.4 and 6 cm−1. 
We refer to these de-excitation transitions as channels A and B, and 
present the results in Fig. 1a,b, respectively. An energy level diagram 
indicating the involved rovibrational states and collision-induced 
transitions is presented in Fig. 1c. The experimentally obtained ICSs 
are compared with theoretical predictions based on a state-of-the-art 
interaction potential created with CCSDT(Q), as described in the lit-
erature16. These theoretical curves were convoluted with a Gaussian 
of varying width to account for the experimental energy resolution, 
which ranged from 0.07 cm−1 at the lowest energy to 0.4 cm−1 at the 
highest energy. Experimental data points are vertically scaled using 
root-mean-square fitting and corrected for density-to-flux effects. 
For both channels, the measured ICS shows good agreement with 
theoretical calculations, with peaks clearly indicating the presence 
of partial wave resonances.

To investigate the nature of these resonances, we decomposed 
the theoretically predicted cross-sections in terms of the conserved 
total angular momentum quantum number J  and overall parity 
P = ±1. Figure 1a,b shows the individual partial wave contribu-
tions for P = −1, which largely dominate the resonance structures 
(Supplementary Section 2.1). The resonances are seen to be rela-
tively pure and are dominated by only a few values for J . The 
purity of the strong resonance feature in the ν = 1, jin = 3/2, f → ν = 1, 
jout = 1/2, f channel just below 1 cm−1 is near ideal and is governed 
by only one value for J . Due to the conservation of J  and P, the 
values for the partial wave quantum numbers ℓin and ℓout are con-
strained by the initial jin and final jout rotational states of NO—taking 
the vector addition of angular momenta into account—via the fol-
lowing equations (Supplementary Section 2.2):

J = jin + ℓin = jout + ℓout, (1)

and

P = ϵin(−1)jin−
1
2+ℓin

= ϵout(−1)jout−
1
2+ℓout , (2)

where ϵ equals +1 and −1 for rotational states with labels e and f, 
respectively.

Both rotational de-excitation transitions probed here ensure 
Δj = jout − jin = −1, resulting in a richer evolution from ℓin to ℓout 
compared to previous low-energy NO–He experiments that were 
restricted by Δj = 0 (ref. 16). Furthermore, they offer the additional 
benefit of a broader and more sensitive probe of the interaction 
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potential. Channels A and B connect rotational levels with identi-
cal quantum numbers jin and jout, but different values for ϵ. Parity 
changing and parity conserving transitions are governed by differ-
ent expansion terms of the interaction potential21, and their joint 
study yields a more complete picture of the interaction than mea-
surements of the single jin = 1/2, f → jout = 1/2, e transition that is 
available without pre-excitation (Supplementary Section 2.4). For 
channels A and B, from application of equations (1) and (2), we 
can derive the propensity rules for the partial wave quantum num-
ber Δℓ = ±1 and Δℓ = 0, ±2, respectively, where Δℓ > 0 generally 
has the largest contribution to the cross-sections (Supplementary 
Section 2.3).

Figure 2 illustrates the relation between J , ℓin and ℓout for chan-
nel A at collision energies of 0.5, 1.1 and 2.0 cm−1, that is, at energies 
around the first three prominent scattering resonances occurring 
for this transition. It is seen that de-excitation collisions add one 
unit to the partial wave quantum number, consistent with the pro-
pensity rule Δℓ = 1. At 0.5 cm−1, a single total angular momentum 
value dominates (J = 5/2) causing the incoming p waves (ℓin = 1) 
to be almost fully converted into outgoing d waves (ℓout = 2). This 
low-energy resonance exquisitely illustrates the advantage of mea-
suring rotational de-excitation processes to probe partial wave 
dynamics in collisions: the purity of the incoming p wave can be 
achieved only at energies approaching the ultracold regime, while 
the introduction of outgoing partial waves with higher ℓ is allowed 
only because of the released quantum of angular momentum stored 
in the rotation of the incoming NO molecule. A similar analysis was 
made for the resonances observed in channel B (Supplementary 
Information), where the evolution of partial waves was found to fol-
low the propensity rule Δℓ = 0 or 2.

Evolution of partial waves. The evolution of partial waves ℓin → ℓout 
in a collision event is directly encoded in the measured DCS, which 
reflects the outgoing partial waves, each corresponding to a spheri-
cal harmonic of degree ℓout. The number of nodes in the DCS is 
related to the largest value of ℓout (ref. 22), leading to an isotropic 
pattern in the case of pure s-wave scattering, a pattern with at most 
a single node for pure p-wave scattering and so on. We therefore 
probed DCSs for both collision-induced Δj = −1 de-excitation tran-
sitions by measuring velocity-mapped ion images at several selected 
collision energies between 0.4 and 2.0 cm−1. To elucidate the effect 
of the additional quantum of angular momentum released in the 
de-excitation collision, we compared our results with measure-
ments from Δj = 0 transitions. To this end, we measured ion images 
for the previously16 investigated ν = 0, jin = 1/2, f → ν = 0, jout = 1/2, e 
parity de-excitation channel at the same collision energies. Effects 
of the difference in vibrational state exist but in most cases were 
small enough to warrant direct comparison and trace the effects 
of the released quantum of angular momentum in the rotational 
de-excitation channels (Supplementary Section 1.3).

The experimentally obtained ion images are shown in Fig. 3 
for each scattering channel and collision energy. In these images, 
the angular distribution reflects the underlying DCS. Indeed, the 
distributions for Δj = −1 rotational de-excitation transitions show 
more-complex features with additional nodes compared to the 
Δj = 0 transition, a direct consequence of the transition of rotational 
into translational angular momentum. The rotational de-excitation 
channels furthermore lead to distinctly larger ion images than 
the Δj = 0 parity de-excitation channel as a result of the transfer 
of internal into kinetic energy. This enables a higher resolution 
in the measured angular distributions of the scattering products. 
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In addition, the scattering signal is well separated from the image 
position of the reagent packet, referred to as the beam spot, which 
is caused by imperfect state selection of the reagent beam and is 
masked in the images by a black spot. Simulations of the expected 
images based on DCSs computed with the CCSDT(Q) potential are 
shown as well, together with the angular distributions extracted 
from both the experimental and simulated images. These simula-
tions take the full kinematics of the experiment into account, such 
as collision energy spreads and detection efficiencies. Overall, good 
agreement is obtained between theory and experiment, although for 
channel A, disparities are found in the backward scattering region 
(with scattering angle θ approximately 180°) at 0.6 and 0.8 cm−1. We 
speculate that this may be due to the strongly varying DCS across 
this energy range near the steep rising edge of a resonance.

The increased complexity of the DCS structure caused by the 
added quantum of angular momentum can be directly related to 
the evolution of partial waves during the collision. This can be seen 
most clearly at the lowest energies probed. Here, the Δj = 0 chan-
nel displays a rather simple angular distribution, consistent with the 
interference of only s- and p-wave distributions found at these ener-
gies16. By contrast, the Δj = 1 rotational de-excitation transitions 
measured at the same collision energy (Ecoll) lead to structures with 
a larger number of nodes, indicative of the additional contributions 
of outgoing waves with ℓout > ℓin and consistent with the propensity 
rules for the partial waves discussed above. Specifically, for channel 
A at Ecoll = 0.5 cm−1, which exhibits the most pristine partial wave 
resonance probed here, the observed two-node structure in the 
angular distribution directly reveals the evolution of a p wave into a 
d wave that underlies the scattering event.

Detailed balance. The DCS measurements presented in Fig. 3 
thus display many advantages introduced by adding an internal 
quantum of angular momentum before the collision. Yet there is 
another aspect that can be exploited to study low-energy collision 
phenomena: owing to the principle of time-reversal invariance, 
de-excitation collisions probe the same partial wave dynam-
ics that underlie the corresponding excitation process, but with a 
substantially higher experimental energy resolution. This prin-

ciple—often referred to as the principle of microscopic detailed 
balance23,24—dictates that the DCS for a scattering event is identi-
cal to the DCS for the time-reversed process apart from a constant 
factor, with time-reversal effectively swapping (jin, ℓin) and (jout, 
ℓout) (Supplementary Sections 2.5 and 2.6), provided that the total 
(kinetic plus rotational) energy remains the same. Whereas the 
excitation process has an energetic threshold corresponding to the 
internal energy of the excited state, de-excitation processes can be 
probed at arbitrarily low energies where the experimental energy 
resolution is typically much higher.

The experimental arrangement used here, which offers access to 
well-resolved scattering resonances and the possibility to prepare 
molecules in a rotationally excited state, yields the unique oppor-
tunity to probe two complementary time-reversed processes under 
similar circumstances. To illustrate this, we compared the scatter-
ing images for the ν = 1, jin = 3/2, f → ν = 1, jout = 1/2, f de-excitation 
channel at collision energies Ecoll (from Fig. 3) with images taken 
for the ν = 0, jin = 1/2, f → ν = 0, jout = 3/2, f excitation transition at 
collision energies that are higher by ΔErot compared to the energies 
probed for the de-excitation channel, where ΔErot = 5.02 cm−1 is the 
energy difference between the j = 1/2 and j = 3/2 rotational states of 
NO. Under these conditions, we can regard these transitions as each 
other’s time-reversed process for which the reversibility principle 
should hold, provided that the vibrational state is a spectator in the 
collision process. From theoretical calculations, we found that in 
most cases, the effects from the difference in vibrational states can 
indeed be neglected (Supplementary Section 1.3).

The images pertaining to the jin = 3/2 → jout = 1/2 de-excitation 
channel from the last row of Fig. 3 are replotted in Fig. 4 for selected 
energies, together with the obtained ion images for the correspond-
ing jin = 1/2 → jout = 3/2 excitation channel. For both channels, the 
simulated images and extracted angular distributions are shown 
as well. The ion images for the jin = 1/2 → jout = 3/2 excitation chan-
nel show two concentric rings, with the smaller ring pertaining 
to the ν = 0, jin = 1/2, f → ν = 0, jout = 3/2, f transition and the larger 
ring caused by elastic collisions involving NO radicals in the ν = 0, 
j = 3/2, f state, which is present in minute amounts in the primary 
NO packet. This outer ring appears as a relatively strong feature due 
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to the much larger cross-section for elastic scattering compared to 
inelastic collisions.

Overall, good agreement is obtained between the experimental 
and the simulated images. However, at the lower energies probed, 
the angular distributions of the de-excitation and its time-reversed 
excitation process appear rather different, seemingly violating 
the principle of detailed balance. Yet, the purely theoretical DCSs 
(within the respective vibrational states) underlying these simulated 
images are shown in the rightmost column of Fig. 4 and are found to 
be indeed identical, except at a collision energy of 1.1 cm−1 (6.1 cm−1 
for the excitation channel) in the vicinity of a scattering resonance, 
where the vibration causes a notable difference in the cross-sections 
(Supplementary Section 1.3). This apparent contradiction is merely 
a direct consequence of the kinematics of the experiment: the higher 
collision energy for the excitation process results in a larger colli-
sion energy spread, and the transfer of kinetic into rotational energy 
results in a smaller image. Both have substantial consequences 
for the observable angular distribution in a scattering image: the 
larger energy spread causes averaging of the cross-sections within a 
broader energy range, while structures in the DCS are more easily 
blurred in images with small diameter. These effects are taken into 
account in the simulations and cause the angular distributions of 
the simulated scattering images to deviate, even though the under-
lying DCSs obey detailed balance.

These results further emphasize that by virtue of time-reversal 
invariance, rotational excitation processes are actually probed with 

superior energy and angular resolution by measuring the cor-
responding de-excitation channel instead. For the energy ranges 
investigated here, the collision energy spread (the full-width at 
half-maximum) for the de-excitation collisions ranges from 0.07 to 
0.3 cm−1, whereas it ranges from 0.41 to 0.44 cm−1 for the excitation 
collisions. At the lowest energies probed, this enhancement in reso-
lution can thus reach up to a factor of five or higher. Furthermore, 
the larger image diameter afforded by the de-excitation measure-
ments translates into an angular resolution of approximately 3°, 
whereas the angular resolution of the excitation images is between 
5° and 18°.

Conclusion
The study of low-energy molecular collisions provides unique 
opportunities to trace the partial wave dynamics underlying a 
scattering event. The limited set of incoming partial waves avail-
able at these energies is a prerequisite for the mapping of their 
dynamics, but the typically equally limited set of outgoing partial 
waves reduces the sensitivity to the interaction potential. Using 
rovibrational excitation of the reagent molecules, and subse-
quently studying de-excitation inelastic scattering, we were able 
to resolve this catch-22 as it introduces an additional available 
quantum of angular momentum to the outgoing spectrum of 
partial waves. We traced its effects on the scattering dynamics by 
measuring ICSs and DCSs at energies in the vicinity of scattering 
resonances, revealing the evolution of partial waves throughout 
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Fig. 4 | experimental and simulated ion images for two inelastic scattering processes subject to the detailed balance principle. a, Images for the ν = 1, 
jin = 3/2, f → ν = 1, jout = 1/2, f rotational de-excitation process at selected collision energies Ecoll. b, Images for the ν = 0, jin = 1/2, f → ν = 0, jout = 3/2, f rotational 
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the scattering process. Furthermore, the larger number of ener-
getically accessible inelastic collision channels afforded by the 
pre-collision excitation offered more detailed probes of the inter-
action potential accross its entire energy landscape. Rotational 
de-excitation collisions were also demonstrated to offer superior 
resolution—in both the collision energy and the angular distribu-
tion of the scattering products—compared to their time-reversed 
rotational excitation counterparts. Optical excitation of reagent 
molecules to any initial rotational state can in principle be 
achieved by sequential rotational excitations, offering the unique 
opportunity to study how controlled amounts of angular momen-
tum stored in translationally ultracold molecules are released at 
the full partial wave level.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research report-
ing summaries, source data, extended data, supplementary infor-
mation, acknowledgements, peer review information; details of 
author contributions and competing interests; and statements of 
data and code availability are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/
s41557-022-00896-2.
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Methods
The experiments were performed in a crossed-molecular-beam apparatus 
described previously25. A supersonic beam of 5% NO seeded in Kr or Ar was 
expanded through a Nijmegen Pulsed Valve26 and subsequently entered a 
2.6-m-long Stark decelerator. The resulting NO molecules in the X2Π1/2, ν = 0, 
j = 1/2, f state were velocity selected with a mean velocity between 480 and 
720 m s–1 and a longitudinal spread of approximately 2.1 m s–1 (standard deviation). 
At a distance of 5 mm from the exit of the Stark decelerator, these molecules 
were rovibrationally excited by a distributed feedback quantum cascade laser 
(Thorlabs, QD5316CM) at a wavelength of approximately 5.3 μm, inducing the 
ν′ = 1, j′ = 3/2, f, F′ = 5/2 ← ν″ = 0, j″ = 1/2, f, F″ = 3/2 transition—where a single 
(double) prime indicates that the quantum number belongs to the upper (lower) 
state of the transition—in order to obtain the highest yield of excited NO radicals 
(Supplementary Section 1.2). Here F indicates the initial and final total angular 
momentum including nuclear spin. The nuclear spin can be treated as a spectator 
as well27, which was verified by studying rotational inelastic collisions when 
inducing other hyperfine transitions (Supplementary Section 1.2).

The packet of NO radicals intercepted a neat beam of He at an angle of 5°. 
This secondary beam was expanded through a commercially available Even–Lavie 
valve28 that was cooled by a cryogenic cold head to temperatures between 15 and 
30 K, resulting in He velocities between 460 and 575 m s–1. Calibration of the He 
velocity and the energy resolution was performed by measuring a previously 
identified resonance peak in the ν = 0, jin = 1/2, f → ν = 0, jout = 1/2, e channel of 
NO–He collisions near a collision energy of 1 cm−1 (ref. 25). Scattered NO radicals 
were state-selectively detected using 1 + 1′ resonance-enhanced multiphoton 
ionization involving the (1-1) band of the A2Σ+ ← X2Π1/2 transition using two dye 
lasers pumped by a single neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet laser. The 
ions were then mapped onto a microchannel plate using an advanced velocity map 
imaging spectrometer yielding a resolution of 0.8 m s–1 pixel–1 (ref. 29).

For DCS measurements, a small image correction—a 5% compression of 
the image in the vertical direction—was made to mitigate the effect of slight 
distortions expected to be caused by the presence of external magnetic fields. ICS 
measurements were performed with the imaging spectrometer out of focus in 
order to avoid detector saturation. The collision energy was tuned by scanning 
the NO velocity between 580 and 720 m s–1 using the Stark decelerator. To obtain 
optimal resolution30, we measured two energy ranges separately using different 
He velocities (approximately 480 and 550 m s–1). Results were corrected for beam 
density and flux-to-density effects. Details on the simulations are given elsewhere31.

Data availability
All data are available online at DANS: https://doi.org/10.17026/dans-x8q-pcuk.
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